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Abstract
Software is everywhere – be it in mobile phones, in washing machines, or in cars. With it, the importance of Software Engineering (SE) is uncontested, and it is taught all over the world: at Universities, at Colleges, and recently also at High Schools. There are international Software Engineering curricula, standards, and certificates, but there is no manifestation of SE (and related practices) in the course syllabi at primary and secondary schools. Most important, SE is not just programming.

Taking a closer look at SE, its main goal is to develop programs that are affordable and dependable for consumers without bugs or glitches. In order to do so, SE education must account for a broad spectrum of knowledge and skills that software engineers will be required to apply throughout their professional life. Covering all the topics in depth within a school setting (from primary to secondary schools) seems to be infeasible due to the previous knowledge of the pupils, the curricular constraints as well as due to the inherent differences between the school types. Similar arguments hold for the teachers, as most of them are not really trained in SE.

Now, based on the authors’ experiences gained in combining SE topics with school projects in a vocational high school for commerce and tourism (11th grade) in cooperation with a lower secondary school (6th grade) it turned out that, by customization of the approach, one is able to address pupils with different maturity levels, educational aims, and backgrounds.

The objective of this 90-minutes workshop is to show that it is possible to interweave SE topics with school projects and to motivate for the most important practices related to that field. Key skills and challenges are identified, mapped to the situation at hand, and, by following a stepwise approach, example settings are discussed.
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Materials provided
- The SEEK knowledge areas of Software Engineering Education
- Instructions for creating and editing problems

Agenda of the Workshop (90 Minutes)

Part 1 - Introduction to the Software Engineering Education (30 min.)
Understanding the motivation behind Software Engineering, overview of the SEEK knowledge areas.

Part 2 - Group Work (20 min.)
Depending on the number and skills of the attendees, the group is split into two (up to 4) subgroups. Each group works out the schedule for a (cross-curricular) school project with Software Engineering topics embedded.

Part 3 - Reflection (20 min.)
Getting an overview of the groups’ projects. Discussion of impediments and how to solve them.

Part 4 - Discussion and Summary (20 min.)
Getting feedback to steer future development of Software Engineering in schools.